DECLARATION
(for students in training programmes held in English)

I, undersigned ............................................................ (Neptun ID: ......................................................) hereby acknowledge by signing this declaration that I am aware of and accept the regulations regarding the internship programmes included in the Study and Examination Regulations of Corvinus University of Budapest (and Corvinus Business School), as well as, the rules for the allocation of student grants and benefits, and state that I shall accomplish my compulsory internship programme in compliance with these regulations.

I undertake to accomplish the 240 hour internship programme in accordance with the following (please mark the appropriate choice with an “x”):

☐ after two active semesters, outside of the study period (during the summer)

☐ during the 3rd/4th academic semester in full-time (registered for maximum 2 subjects)¹

☐ during the 3rd/4th academic semester in part-time (ie. duration of the 12 weeks)¹

☐ during 5th academic semester

Upon submitting this declaration, the subject entitled Internship Programme will be automatically entered in the NEPTUN system after the period for undertaking subjects.

¹I have attached the Employer's Approval to attend the courses I am registered for during the internship. I understand and accept that without the Employer’s Approval I will not be registered for the Internship Programme subject.

Budapest, .................................................................

.................................................................

Student's signature.